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Reviews for Sabrina Jeffries’ Novels 
 

How the Scoundrel Seduces 

Pocket Books paperback, September 2014 

 
“The setting is vivid, the lovers are well-drawn and colorful, and the mystery is intriguing, making this a 

winner for fans and new readers.”                   —Publishers Weekly 

 

“In the third installment of The Duke’s Men, investigator Tristan Bonnaud is given center stage with 

Jeffries— marvelous storytelling, clever plotting and steamy romance—destined to steal readers’ hearts. 

The fast-paced narrative is enhanced by multidimensional characters, sharp repartee and a double 

mystery. All of the elements of a memorable romance are here just waiting for readers to savor them.” 

               —RT Book Reviews, 4½ star Top Pick, K.I.S.S. Award 

 

“From cover to cover, How the Scoundrel Seduces sizzles readers with a scorching temptation that only a 

true scoundrel with a truly generous heart can deliver.”       —Reader to Reader 

 
“Sabrina Jeffries has created a historical book that comes across as genuine in every aspect.” 

—Single Titles 

 

“How the Scoundrel Seduces is a wickedly tangled weave that delighted all my senses.” 

   —Long and Short Reviews 

 

“How the Scoundrel Seduces might just be my favorite Dukes Men story yet! Tristan is as wonderfully 

rakish and devilishly honest as I remember, and Zoe is one of the most pesky heroines I have ever 

encountered.”                  —Unconventional Book Views 

 

 

When the Rogue Returns 

Pocket Books paperback, February 2014 

 
“The second in Jeffries’ potently sensual series, the Duke’s Men, hits all the expected romantic 

marks with its superb characterization, vividly realized historical setting, witty writing, and an 

enthralling plot rich in passion and danger.”         —Booklist, starred review 

 

“Sabrina Jeffries’ When the Rogue Returns blends the pace of a thriller with the romance of the 

Regency era.”                  —Woman’s Day 

 

“Not only is this a compelling story brimming with unexpected twists, but it’s also an emotional 

romance that touches on many levels.”                  —RT Book Reviews, 4½ stars, Top Pick 

 

“Plot twists galore, a pair of appealing, conflicted protagonists, and a cadre of delightful secondary 

characters make this a perfect addition to Jeffries’s “Duke’s Men” series. This beautifully crafted 

romance reveals the gradual but exquisite renewing of a broken relationship; sure to become a 

keeper for the author’s many fans.”         —Library Journal, starred review 

 

“The Duke’s Men series is becoming one of my favorite historical romance series, both because it is 

a little unconventional and because the characters are so well done I want to hang out with them 

for real!”                 —Unconventional Book Views 
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“I adore Sabrina Jeffries brand of historical fiction from her head-strong heroines to her swoon-

worthy heroes, and the Duke’s Men series has become one of my favorites. Suspenseful, romantic 

and captivating I consumed this in a single afternoon.”                        —Caffeinated Book Reviews 

 

“Sabrina Jeffries is the consummate romance author, creating credible characters and plots with 

complex twists and turns with the requisite scoundrels galore. Highly recommended for lovers of 

romantic historical fiction.”                                                                    —Historical Novel Society 

 

“This could win the award for the best lemons in a regency romance novel I've ever read (and I've 

read A LOT). There's one scene in particular...well... I won't spoil it for you here, but hot damn. 

You go Jeffries.”                                                                                          —The Lemon Review 

 

 

What the Duke Desires 

Pocket Books paperback, July 2013 
 

“The first of the Duke’s Men series offers fans a totally engaging, adventurous love story, 

dovetailing with the Hellions of Halstead Hall series and delighting readers with a strong plot, 

steamy desire and an oh-so wonderful ending.”                   —RT Book Reviews, 4½ stars, Top Pick 

 

“This unusual tale of interlocking mysteries is full of all the intriguing characters, brisk plotting, and 

witty dialogue that Jeffries’s readers have come to expect.”      —Publishers Weekly, starred review 

 

“An appealing, no-nonsense heroine who’s written off love because of her illegitimate birth and a 

driven, responsible hero haunted by a family history of insanity find answers and love amid a 

tangle of lies, treachery, and deception in this intricately plotted romantic adventure that will keep 

readers curious and riveted to the end. First of a promising new series, this engaging story cleverly 

sets the stage for the adventures to come.”                              —Library Journal  

 

“What the Duke Desires is the first in a new series of books, The Duke’s Men, by Sabrina Jeffries, 

and I certainly plan to read/listen to the others in the series on the strength of this one. By the end 

of this prologue I was already impressed by Corrie James’ characterization. The two women and 

three men were all very clearly defined and there was never any confusion as to who was 

speaking. George sounded suitably nasty and I really liked the way she voiced Dom, who sounded 

exactly like the very young man he was. There was a very easy-going quality to his voice that 

made him immediately endearing, and I’ll definitely be looking forward to listening to his story 

when it appears.”                 —AudioGals.net 

 

“This highly enjoyable story features a lively cast of characters that promises to make Ms. Jeffries 

newest series a hit.”               —Coffeetime Romance 

 

“The only issue I had with the story is that Ms. Jeffries made Dom and Tristan so compelling that I 

can’t wait for them to get books of their own!”                     —Joyfully Reviewed 

 

“What the Duke Desires is a passion-filled adventure that has humor, action, and devious 

storytelling.”                           —Long and Short Reviews, 5 Stars 

 

 “Sabrina Jeffries is an expert at creating compelling stories filled with engaging characters. . .” 

           —Night Owl Reviews 

 

 “. . . a sensational story. . .”                             —Romance Junkies 

 

 

‘Twas the Night After Christmas 

Gallery Books hardcover, November 2012 
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“Jeffries gifts readers with a poignant holiday love story that delivers subtly nuanced characters 

and plenty of sexual chemistry.”                                        —John Charles, Chicago Tribune 

 

“Bestseller Jeffries (To Wed a Wild Lord) delivers a moving Regency with heart, soul, and holiday 

spirit . . . While Pierce tries hard to be a cold-hearted rake, his essential goodness is evident 

throughout, as is Camilla’s irresistible optimism. The compelling, fast-paced, and lively tale wraps 

up with several surprising, tear-jerking twists.”                        —Publishers Weekly, starred review 

 

“Sharply witty, deliciously sexy, and infinitely endearing, this holiday gem strikes an emotional 

chord that will resonate with fans long after the book has been closed. Jeffries’s first hardcover 

release, it serves as a bridge between her recent “Hellions of Halstead Hall” quintet and a new 

series that is slated to begin next spring.”                                    —Library Journal, starred review 

 

“An utterly wonderful novel from the incomparable Jeffries. Emotional, sensual, smart and 

wonderfully romantic, this is the type of story that fills readers with joy and reminders of the spirit 

of the holiday, family ties and true love. There’s humor, tenderness, mystery and passion enough 

to please everyone.”                                     —RT Book Reviews, 4½ Top Pick, K.I.S.S. award 

 

“Jeffries’ latest historical romance is an enchanting holiday charmer with a complex and captivating 

plot; characters that interact with emotional authenticity; and a rich set of conflicted, heart-tugging 

obstacles–all of which combine to provide a satisfying happily-ever-after set against a fun holiday 

backdrop. Skillful writing and storytelling, compelling sexual and emotional tension, and a cast of 

realistic, vulnerable characters contribute to a lovely, spirited Christmas winner.”  —Kirkus Reviews 

 

“‘TWAS THE NIGHT AFTER CHRISTMAS is overflowing with the true meaning of the holidays in this 

noteworthy story.”                                      —Single Titles  

 

“. . . a truly lovely holiday gift to treasure in ‘TWAS THE NIGHT AFTER CHRISTMAS.” 

                           —Ck2’s Kwips & Kritiques, 4½ Klovers 

 

“As much as I like seeing the Sharpe clan again, what interested me most about ‘TWAS THE NIGHT 

AFTER CHRISTMAS was the introduction of the oh-so-intriguing investigator, Dominick Manton.  

Needless to say, within a few pages Ms. Jeffries had me hoping she’ll write a book for Manton.” 

            —Joyfully Reviewed 

 

“Wonderful dialogue and character interaction mark ‘TWAS THE NIGHT AFTER CHRISTMAS as an 

especially affecting work. It easily merits one of RRT's rare Perfect 10 awards.” 

                       —Romance Reviews Today 

 

 

A Lady Never Surrenders 
Pocket Books paperback, February 2012 

 

“Jeffries pulls out all the stops for her Hellions of Halsted Hall finale. With depth of character, 

emotional intensity and the resolution to the ongoing mystery rolled into a steamy love story, this 

one is not to be missed.”                                                                 —RT Book Reviews, 4½ stars 

 

“…lively repartee, fast action, luscious sensuality, and an abundance of humor.”    —Library Journal                                                                                                 

 

 

“Brimming with superbly shaded characters, an abundance of simmering sensuality, and a 

splendidly wicked wit, the fifth Hellions of Halstead Hall romance wraps up the series nothing short 

of brilliantly.”                 —Booklist                                                                                                                              
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“Jeffries serves up a cracking Grande Finale suspense filled romance between Mr. Prim and Proper 

Pinter and the beautiful Lady Celia, a spunky and crack shot heroine! You won't want to miss what 

happens to the last of the hellions!”                         —Fresh Fiction                                                                                               

 

“A Lady Never Surrenders is a wonderfully satisfying story in its own right, but as the final book in 

a series, it’s a fantastic conclusion.”                   —Joyfully Reviewed    

                                                                                                           

“An absolutely delicious tale, A LADY NEVER SURRENDERS is a witty, adventure-filled historical 

romance that kept me turning the pages, eager to see what happens next.”       —Romance Junkies 

                                                                                                  

 

“A LADY NEVER SURRENDERS continuously intrigues with uncertainties, and the heartfelt passionate romance 

is deeply stirring.”                       —Single Titles 

                                                                                                                                    
 

To Wed A Wild Lord     

Pocket Books paperback, December 2011 

 

Starred Review: “Marvelous characterization, lovely conversation, and drama perfectly leavened 

with humor makes this a grand romantic adventure.”       —Publishers Weekly 

                                                                                                                   

“The fourth installment in Jeffries’ exceptionally entertaining Hellions of Halstead Hall series 

delivers another beguiling blend of captivating characters, clever plotting, and sizzling sensuality.”   

                                                                                                                                 —Booklist 

 

“Jeffries beguiles readers with a beautifully rendered tale of vengeance and redemption. There is 

action, passion, suspense, and most of all, poignancy. The strong sense of family… shines through 

as another Hellion finds unexpected love and Jeffries delivers another unforgettable romance.”         

                                                                                                                    —RT Book Reviews 

 

“Gabe and Virginia’s story was breathtaking . . .”          —Once Upon A Romance 

                                                                                                         

“. . . another must-not-miss Sabrina Jeffries book.”          —The Romance Dish, 4½ stars 

                                                                                                    

“With clever banter, danger, steamy situations, intrigue, an interesting plot, murder, romance and 

true love, TO WED A WILD LORD will keep readers intrigued right up to the very satisfying ending.” 

                                                                                                                   —Romance Junkies 

                                                                                                                  

“From the progression of the romance to the tension and outstanding cast of characters – this book 

really shined for me. I recommend to anyone looking for a lovely historical England set romance.” 

                                                                                                                         —Smexy Books  

 

“Recommended for fans of deliciously tortured heroes, of stubborn yet vulnerable heroines, and of 

discovering that sometimes the last thing you ever wanted turns out to be exactly what you 

needed.”                   —Romanceaholic.com 

                                                                                                               

“TO WED A WILD LORD has heartfelt emotions, fiery intimacy and a huge group of delightful 

characters.”                             —Single Titles                                                                                                                

 
 

How to Woo a Reluctant Lady    

Pocket Books paperback, February 2011 

 

Starred Review: “Quick pacing, witty dialogue, and charmingly original characters set Jeffries’s 

books apart, and this one is sure to please old fans and make plenty of new ones as well.”  

                                                                                                                  —Publishers Weekly 
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Starred Review: “Jeffries’ third captivating Hellions of Halstead Hall book has the fast-paced 

sensuality, delicious humor and marvelous storytelling that are the author’s trademarks. It is a 

delight to find strong-willed Lady Minerva tangled in love’s knots with a man who is simply perfect. 

It’s a tale to thoroughly relish.”              —Library Journal 

                                                                                                                        

“Vastly appealing characters, witty badinage, and a lively sense of fun make this a delightful read 

and a welcome installment in Jeffries’s latest series.”                 —RT Book Reviews 

                                                                                                                      

“ . . . intriguing characters, and romance steamy enough to keep you warm on a cold winter’s 

night.”                           —Coffeetime Romance 

                                                                                                         

“How to Woo a Reluctant Lady is engaging from beginning to end and given the teasers Ms. Jeffries 

provides regarding the two still-unmarried hellions, I am on tenterhooks as I wait for Gabriel and 

Celia to find love.”                     —Joyfully Reviewed 

                                                                                                              

“There is intrigue, light suspense, a wealth of well written characters to showcase the strengths 

and foibles of the hero and heroine and some very spicy scenes between the two. This book is 

going on my keeper shelf.”                    —Long and Short Reviews   

                                                                                                      

“One of Ms. Jeffries' greatest skills is to effortlessly illustrate family relationships, and she does a 

remarkable job in this book.”            —Once Upon a Romance 

                                                                                                          

“It's a continual delight, from beginning to end, and Giles and Minerva just may end up being one 

of my favorite couples of the year.”                 —The Romance Dish    

                                                                                                             

“HOW TO WOO A RELUCTANT LADY is overflowing with profound emotions, blazing passions and 

quick-witted dialogue.”                   —Single Titles     

                                                                                                                    

“Thank goodness for Sabrina Jeffries and Giles and Minerva!” —The Good, The Bad and The Unread  

 

                                                                                                          

A Hellion in Her Bed     

Pocket Books paperback, October 2010 

 

“Rich with family interaction, deliciously redolent of yeast and hops, and overflowing with 

scintillating wit and heart-stopping sensuality, this addition to Jeffries’s latest addictive series 

satisfies while cleverly doling out tidbits that will keep readers eager for the next installment.”  

                                                                                                                       —Library Journal 

 

“Starred Review: A perfectly matched pair of protagonists who engage in a spirited battle of wits 

and wiles, and a lively plot blending equal measures of steamy passion and sharp wit come 

together brilliantly in the second addition to Jeffries’ tempting new Hellions of Halstead Hall series.”          

                                                                                                                                 —Booklist 

 

“Loosely connected to Ms. Jeffries’s entertaining Heiress books, the Hellions of Hallstead Hall is 

shaping up to be another must-read series. The characters are engaging (even the stubbornly 

disinterested Lord Jarret is sympathetic); the interaction among them is both fun and moving, and 

the plot holds enough suspense to keep the pages turning.”                   —Romance Reviews Today 

                                                                                                          

“I adored the first book in this series, The Truth About Lord Stoneville, and couldn't wait for the 

next installment to come out. Unfortunately for me, I'm in the same boat again. I adored this novel 

and can't wait for the next to come out. If only Jeffries would write faster!”                —Book Binge 

                                                                                                                     

“If you have not read A Hellion in Her Bed, I suggest you run, not walk, to your nearest bookstore 

and pick up a copy.  This romance was highly enjoyable, original, sexy and funny.” 
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                                                                                                                       —Bookpleasures  

 

“Sabrina Jeffries is a highly talented romance writer and her new series, Hellions of Hallstead Hall 

will only add to her fame.”                  —Fresh Fiction 

                                                                                                                     

“Sabrina Jeffries’ writing in “Hellion in Her Bed” sparkles with humor and emotion.” 

                                                                                                                        —The Examiner  

 

“Somehow I have managed to miss the first book of this series, THE TRUTH ABOUT LORD 

STONEVILLE, (not sure how) and I can guarantee that you don’t need it to absolutely ADORE this 

sexy, amorous, heartrending treasure.  I can also guarantee that I will be heading out first thing to 

buy book one because I can’t stand the fact that I’ve missed a single word about these Hellions of 

Halstead Hall!”                —The Romance Readers Connection  

 

 

The Truth About Lord Stoneville   

Pocket Books paperback, February 2010 

 

Starred Review: “Jeffries has launched another sparkling series with winning potential. Lively 

repartee, fast action, luscious sensuality, and an abundance of humor make the first installment of 

the Hellions of Halstead Hall essential for libraries.”           —Library Journal 

                                                                                                                       

“The first in a captivating new Regency-set series by the always entertaining Jeffries, this tale has 

all of the author’s signature elements: delectably witty dialogue, subtly nuanced characters, and 

scorching sexual chemistry between two perfectly matched protagonists.”         —Booklist 

                                                                                                                                  

4 1/2 stars & Top Pick: “Vastly appealing characters, witty badinage, and a lively sense of fun 

make this a delightful read and a welcome installment in Jeffries’s latest series. Jeffries’ new series 

presents the Sharpe siblings, five rakish, roguish, scandalous members of the ton who must marry 

within the year or lose their inheritance. The author pulls out all the stops with a story combining 

her hallmark humor, poignancy and sensuality to perfection.”       —RT Book Reviews 

                                                                                                                   

“. . . a can't-put-down historical romp.”                  —Book Binge 

                                                                                                                       

“The truth is out – the Hellions of Halstead Hall is the most exciting, engaging series to debut this 

year!”                       —Joyfully Reviewed    

                                                                                                              

“This novel is a sumptuous feast of secrets, scandal, sensuality, and sweetness, laced with sexual 

chemistry and scintillating dialogue.”                  —Long and Short Reviews 

                                                                                                      

“THE TRUTH ABOUT LORD STONEVILLE starts another excellent series of books, The Hellions of 

Halstead Hall, which will alternatively have you laughing, crying and running the gamut of 

emotions.”                               —Romance Reviews Today   

                                                                                                     

“Wickedly witty and deliciously sensual, THE TRUTH ABOUT LORD STONEVILLE, the debut novel in 

author extraordinaire Sabrina Jeffries' new HELLIONS OF HALSTEAD HALL series, is one you will 

remember long after the last page is read and the book is closed.”                    —Romance Junkies 

                                                                                                              

“The whole storyline is brilliantly executed, and the appealing secondary characters are a double 

treat.”                      —Single Titles 

                                                                                                                      

 

Wed Him Before You Bed Him   

Pocket Books paperback, July 2009 

 

“ . . . a wonderful finish to the series I fell in love with.”       —Beyond Her Book, Publishers Weekly 
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“The last chapter in Jeffries’s “School for Heiresses” series includes all the sweet, sexy charm and 

lively action readers have come to expect, and true love triumphs over all obstacles, which include 

a murder investigation and all manner of nasty chaps. Bravo to Jeffries.”           —Library Journal  

                                                                                  

“Jeffries has written the ideal conclusion to her fabulous School for Heiresses series, rewarding her 

fans by revealing a secret or two in the wondrous, tender and sexually charged love-and-laughter 

story of Charlotte Harris, the school’s founder. With lively dialogue, deep emotion and multi-

faceted characters, Jeffries wins readers’ hearts and holds her fans’ admiration.”—RT Book Reviews  

                                                                                                                             

“Jeffries comes up with a marvelous finale to her magnificent series.  Thumbs up and a big hurrah 

for WED HIM BEFORE YOU BED HIM and the entire School for Heiresses series.” 

                                                                                           —Marilyn Rondeau, CK2s Kwips & Kritiques 

 

“Sabrina Jeffries is a premier novelist of the historical genre, and her noteworthy skill is apparent 

during all the engaging scenes of this delightfully enchanting tale.”             —Single Titles 

                            

“Ms. Sabrina Jeffries has, once again, penned a beautiful story in the series “The School for 

Heiresses.” Each one I read is my favorite so far.”                —The Romance Studio 

 

                                                                                                         
Don’t Bargain with the Devil    

Pocket Books paperback, June 2009 

 

“Honor wars with desire as the sexual tension crackles across the pages of this witty, deliciously 

sensual, secret-laden story.”                              —Library Journal 

                 

 “The School for Heiresses is in trouble as Jeffries delivers an irresistible love story with a bad-boy 

hero, an intrepid heroine and just the right amount of mystery to pique readers’ interest and deftly 

hold them under her spell.”            —RT Book Reviews 

      

“…a touching romance with humor, passion and magic… this story is a springboard catapulting the 

readers to the final story in The School for Heiresses Series where the mysterious ‘Cousin Michael’ 

will finally be unveiled.”                    —Reader To Reader 

       

“Sabrina Jeffries has written a tale with in-depth, well-developed and very realistic characters, as 

well as a plot with several interesting twists and turns.”          —Fallen Angels Reviews 

       

“Ms. Jeffries' clever storyline sweeps readers into the life of a charismatic magician and the tragic 

legacy of war on innocent victims.”                                   —Fresh Fiction 

              

“Sabrina Jeffries proves that love is no illusion in this enchanting addition to her already 

phenomenal School for Heiresses series.  Don’t Bargain with the Devil is one of the most delightful 

books I’ve read all year. . .”                   —Joyfully Reviewed 

       

 “Always entertaining, this is one author who is perennially on my auto-buy list.” 

         —Marilyn Rondeau, CK2s Kwips & Kritiques 

 

“DON’T BARGAIN WITH THE DEVIL is a profoundly moving story of emotional discovery and 

adventures of the heart.”                                     —Single Titles 

                         

 

Snowy Night with a Stranger (anthology) 

“When Sparks Fly”novella 
Pocket Star paperback, November 2010 
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“Three bestselling Regency romance authors dish up a holiday feast of jewel-tone ball gowns and 

smoldering glances… In the best of the three, ‘When Sparks Fly,’ Jeffries (Let Sleeping Rogues Lie) 

strands holiday traveler Elinor Bancroft with her aunt and cousins at the home of the despicable 

Black Baron, Martin Thorncliff. While the endings are no surprise, there’s plenty of romance and 

charm to enjoy along the way.”          —Publishers Weekly 

    

“My absolute favorite story of the book . . . “When Sparks Fly” is the perfect Christmas treat to be 

enjoyed all year ‘round.”                  —Fresh Fiction 

    

“An icy road sends a coach careening and strands a wealthy young heiress and her relatives at the 

home of a grouchy, Christmas-averse nobleman in Sabrina Jeffries scintillating "When Sparks Fly." 

      —Library Journal 

 

 “When Sparks Fly” is overflowing with explosive scenes of sincere emotions and deepest desires.” 

                    —Single Titles 

 

 

Let Sleeping Rogues Lie    

Pocket Books paperback, March 2008 

 

“Sparkling dialog, electric sexual chemistry and an engrossing story are bonuses in the fourth 

installment in the author’s ‘School for Heiresses’ series.”          —Library Journal 

                 

“Sizzling sexual chemistry and an intriguing, science-tinged plot make Jeffries’ latest School for 

Heiresses title especially intriguing.”            —John Charles, Booklist 

       

“Pick up Let Sleeping Rogues Lie for a wonderfully entertaining read that will charm you from start 

to finish!”                            —Joyfully Reviewed 

       

 “I love everything about this book. The writing is simply superb.” 

                  —The Good, The Bad and the Unread 

 

 

Beware a Scot’s Revenge 
Pocket Books paperback, June 2007 

 

“Beware a Scot’s Revenge is a rollicking adventure of love, revenge and all the desires that drive 

determination. Venetia and Lachlan will have you in stitches, in tears and definitely enjoying their 

story.”              —Romance Junkies 

    

“Nothing ruins a good vacation quite like being kidnapped, as Lady Venetia Campbell, who has 

returned home to Scotland for the first time in five years, learns when she is captured by the 

‘Scottish Scourge.’ The sexy highwayman turns out to be Lachlan Ross, her old neighbor and friend 

in disguise. Ross refuses to let Venetia go until her father repays an old debt, but Venetia vows 

that Ross is going to rue the day he decided to involve her in his plan for revenge. Two equally 

stubborn, delightfully strong-willed protagonists match wits and wiles with exceptionally 

entertaining and splendidly sexy results in the latest sparkling addition to Jeffries’ School for 

Heiresses Regency romance series.”            —John Charles, Booklist 

                 

 “A real page-turner and my top pick for your summer reading!”             —A Romance Review  

                         

“Sabrina Jeffries delights with a marvelous story of a vengeful Scot who loses his heart to his 

enemy's daughter.”                                     —Fresh Fiction 
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“Beware a Scot’s Revenge stands on its own, but Ms. Jeffries is so consistently entertaining that I 

would recommend starting with Never Seduce a Scoundrel because you will definitely want to read 

all the books in The School for Heiresses series.”                  —Reader to Reader 

                     

“BEWARE A SCOT’S REVENGE is a rollicking adventure of love, revenge, and all the desires that 

drive determination.”                     —Romance Junkies 

                  

 

The School for Heiresses (anthology) 

“Ten Reasons to Stay” 
Pocket Star paperback, January 2007 

 

 “Bestselling Jeffries, author of the series that inspired this anthology, leads with panache.”  

  —Publishers Weekly 

 

“Three stars in the romance genre and one bright new light join together in this sparkling Regency 

anthology inspired by Sabrina Jeffries’ School for Heiresses series… In all, a clever, sensual, and 

superb collection.”               —John Charles, Booklist 

       

 “. . . fun, suspenseful, and highly sensual.”               —Romance Reviews Today 

                     

 

Only a Duke Will Do     

Pocket Books paperback, September 2009 

 

“Bringing together a bold heroine and a scarred hero while incorporating political scandal into a 

tightly woven romance, Jeffries once again proves her mettle as a first rate Regency author.”  

  —Publishers Weekly 

 

“Jeffries merges her Royal Brotherhood series with her School for Heiresses series, delivering a 

marvelous, powerful and sensual story of star-crossed lovers. Readers will be immediately drawn 

to her well-defined characters and pulled into the political and reformer backdrop she uses to set 

off her characters’ motivations and keep the story fresh and captivating. Jeffries fans will devour 

this treat.”              —RT Book Reviews 

      

 “A masterful storyteller . . . engages readers' hearts from the first page until the last.” 

         —Fresh Fiction 

 

“Sabrina Jeffries’ latest story in her School for Heiresses trilogy, ONLY A DUKE WILL DO, is a 

dashing and spirited romp. . .”                         —Romance Junkies 

 

        

Never Seduce a Scoundrel    
Pocket Books paperback, March 2006 

 

“Jeffries carries off this cat-and-mouse game of mutual seduction so cleverly that you’ll be turning 

the pages at lightning speed just to keep up with Lucas and Amelia’s shenanigans. Warm, wickedly 

witty and brilliantly plotted, this is a must for anyone who just wants a fast, intelligent read.”  

   —RT Book Reviews 

 

“Jeffries delivers lively lovers in an entertaining, sensual historical romance.”                  —Booklist 

 

“Sabrina Jeffries never disappoints and Never Seduce a Scoundrel is another delicious offering from 

this fantastic writer.”                            —A Romance Review 
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“Funny and riveting, NEVER SEDUCE A SCOUNDREL is an addictive read. Ms. Jeffries fills the tale 

with tantalizing dialogue and very sensual scenes.”              —Fresh Fiction 

    

 “NEVER SEDUCE A SCOUNDREL is an absolute delight to read!”                        —Romance Junkies    

        

 

One Night with a Prince     

Pocket Star paperback, July 2005 

 

“Fortunately, Jeffries (To Pleasure a Prince, In the Prince’s Bed) not only beguiles readers with 

scenes of passion and vivid characters but steadily builds the story’s tension to an exciting 

conclusion. The details of gambling, mistresses and scandalous conduct further enrich the tapestry 

against which this emotionally satisfying story plays out. Jeffries’s readers will be royally pleased.”  

            —Publishers Weekly 

 

“Jeffries continues to write books with heart throbbing sensual intensity that you never want to see 

end and this is such a prime example! …Splendid protagonists, intelligent and dynamic dialogs–it 

just doesn’t get any better than this as Jeffries wraps up her latest trilogy of the fabulous Royal 

Brotherhood series!!”                   —Historical Romance Writers Site 

 

“The passion is hot, the settings are beautiful and the mystery is page turning. Ms. Jeffries never 

fails to deliver. You can never go wrong with a Sabrina Jeffries book!”                —Romance Review 

 

“The bad and the dangerous come to life under Ms. Jeffries storytelling, whisking readers along in a 

suspenseful tale. A  keeper!”                                                                                 —Fresh Fiction  

 

“High-stakes gambling, intrigue, and a glimpse of the bawdier side of Regency life enliven this 

clever and spicy tale. . .”                 —Library Journal                                                                         

                                                        

 “ONE NIGHT WITH THE PRINCE is historical romance at its best.”                      —Romance Junkies  

 

“If you are looking for a novel with dynamic characters that is impossible to put down, look no 

further. ONE NIGHT WITH A PRINCE is a must read.”                             —Romance Reviews Today                                                                             
 

 

To Pleasure a Prince     

Pocket Star paperback, March 2005 

 

“Jeffries’ sparkling dialogue takes center stage in an emotional, highly sensual and powerfully 

romantic story. Regina’s dyslexia is an added point of interest, and all the characters have such 

depth they simply leap from the pages.”                                                          —RT Book Reviews 

 

“…the parallel courtships of the Tremaine and North siblings engages throughout. Readers will 

eagerly await the third brother’s story.”           —Publishers Weekly 

 

“To Pleasure A Prince is another fantastic book by Sabrina Jeffries. Everything she writes becomes 

an instant classic and deserves a special place on your keeper shelf.”              —A Romance Review 

 

 “This one is fun and steamy, and will have you sighing happily when you reach the end.” 

          —Bella Online 

 

“The strong characters, sensual and entertaining plot and witty dialogue blossom under Ms. 

Jeffries' skillful hand.”                                     —Fresh Fiction 

 

“Sabrina Jeffries' To Pleasure a Prince is rollicking fun! . . . a joy to read.”—Historical Romance Club 
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“This novel puts you on a roller-coaster ride that frightens and delights you - and makes you want 

the ride never to end.”                    —Reader to Reader  

 

“TO PLEASURE A PRINCE is written in that easy flowing, rhythmic prose that makes for an all-night 

readathon.”                             —Romance Reader at Heart 

 

 

In the Prince’s Bed  

Pocket Star paperback, August 2004 

 

“This first novel in Jeffries’s new Royal Brotherhood series demonstrates that there is still room in 

the flooded romance market for a traditional Regency told with sparkle and energy. At heart, this is 

simply a good girl-tames-rake romance, but the chemistry among all the characters—not just the 

hero and heroine—ensures that there is never a dull moment in this merry romp. …The attraction 

between the protagonists is electric, and it is consistently entertaining to watch them juggle their 

various secrets. Fans of historical romances will find the simple pleasures of this novel irresistible.”  

                                —Publishers Weekly 

 

“Jeffries does sexual tension so very well, and her narrative flows so surely and smoothly, that 

there is no fear of a misstep when reading her books.”               —Rakehell.net 

 

“Ms. Jeffries writes with a passion that few in this genre can achieve. Her characters are full-bodied 

and very believable. And her love scenes fairly explode from the pages!”         —A Romance Review  

 

“IN THE PRINCE'S BED is the first in Sabrina Jeffries Royal Brotherhood trilogy and this book kicks 

the series off with a bang. I was hooked from page one, not a small feat for a reviewer who 

consumes romance novels like candy.”                  —Romance Junkies   

 

“Jeffries’ descriptions of Regency England are lush and detailed, and her plot twists unexpected and 

interesting.”          —Romance Reader Reviews  

 

“Readers will continually revisit this novel, never growing tired of the story, the passion, or the 

characters, and will eagerly await the next story in the series.”              —Romance Reviews Today 

 

“The tale is superb as Ms. Jeffries fills it with compelling characters who vibrate with sexual 

tension.”                     —The Best Reviews 
 

 

Married to the Viscount     

Avon paperback, January 2004 

 

“If Sabrina Jeffries is not one of your auto buys and you love the Regency era, add her to the list. 

Sabrina Jeffries brings the Regency era alive. Married to the Viscount includes love, passionate sex 

scenes, betrayal and a life-altering secret . . . An excellent story and wonderful book.”  

   —Dawn Myers, Writers Unlimited 

 

“Sabrina is one of our most perfect storytellers of the genre.  All of her stories are passionate, fun 

and always memorable.  You will never go wrong with one of her books, I guarantee it!” 

          —A Romance Review  

 

“Jeffries’ trademark humor and snappy dialog is always a treat, making this a quick, fun, turn-

those-pages read.”                   —Rakehell.net  

 

 “MARRIED TO THE VISCOUNT is a 'Perfect 10' in every sense of the word” 

  —Romance Reviews Today 
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Dance of Seduction 
Avon paperback, April 2003 

 

“The biting, humorous repartee and slowly building sexual tension, along with a cast of utterly 

delightful characters, will have you captivated from the first page to the chilling climax. This 

delightful and passionate romance is guaranteed to win your heart and earn a space on your 

keeper shelf.”                               —RT Book Reviews 

 

“With just the right degree of intensity and emotion, this story joins all of Sabrina Jeffries’ other 

books as ‘keepers.’”                    —Reader to Reader  

 

 “Ms. Jeffries writes the most wonderful stories, full of mystery, excitement and sensuality. “ 

          —A Romance Review 

 
 

After the Abduction  

Avon paperback, June 2002 

 

“Ms. Jeffries has created a delightful, light-hearted tale with winning characters and sparkling 

romance.”                       —RT Book Reviews 

 

“I would recommend After the Abduction to anyone, but those who love Regency type historicals 

definitely won’t want to pass this one by.”           —The Word on Romance 

 

 “Anything with Sabrina Jeffries name on the cover; is worth keeping!”           —A Romance Review   

 

 “Sabrina Jeffries has become one of my favorites.”                         —The Best Reviews  

 

 “Excellent writing and outstanding characterization make AFTER THE ABDUCTION a joy to read.” 

  —Romance Reviews Today 

 
 

A Notorious Love  

Avon paperback, September 2001 

 

“A Notorious Love is another glorious romp through Regency England with Sabrina Jeffries. A fine 

cast of characters leads us on a merry chase through the British countryside while we watch Daniel 

and Helena spar, flirt and fall in love.”                      —The Old Barn Gazette 

  

“A fabulous book, A Notorious Love satisfies on every level. Bravo!”     —Crescent Blues Book Views 

 

 

A Dangerous Love     

Avon paperback, November 2000  

 

“But what distinguishes this lively tale is the author’s deft hand with dialogue. I thoroughly enjoyed 

the verbal sparring between Griff and Rosalind.”                     —The Romance Reader 

 

“Sabrina Jeffries has hit her stride with A Dangerous Love.”              —All About Romance 

 

 “Sabrina Jeffries has stolen my heart with the first story of the Swanlea Spinster Series.” 

             —Romance Junkies    
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The Dangerous Lord     

Avon paperback, June 2011 (reissue) 

 

“I fell in love with The Dangerous Lord. You will, too! Sabrina Jeffries writes Regency romance with 

intelligence and wit. The Dangerous Lord is a delightful battle of the sexes, where everyone wins. 

Don’t miss it!”                     —Joan Johnston, New York Times Bestselling Author 

 

“Ms. Jeffries has penned a clever, witty and delightful story of two strong willed people that are 

perfect for each other.”                                               —Reader to Reader  

 

 

The Forbidden Lord     

Avon paperback, June 2011 (reissue) 

 

“This is a fascinating tale of an innocent seductress who captivates the granite heart of an Earl and 

turns it to dust. Readers will be delighted with the quick-thinking heroine, as she attempts to 

outwit the villain and teach the hero that life is nothing without love.” —The Old Book Barn Gazette 

 

“If I had to sum up The Forbidden Lord in one word it would be fun. This is a fun book. I cranked 

through three-quarters of it on a coast-to-coast flight and never once found myself wishing that the 

stewardess would feed me again.”              —The Romance Reader 

 

 “Blackmail, secrets, a masquerade and passion! Wonderful fun!”                       —Reader to Reader  

 

 

The Pirate Lord      

Avon paperback, June 2011 (reissue)      

 
“If you enjoy breezy romances with more than a dash of adventure, RUN to get a copy of The 

Pirate Lord.”                    —AOL Reviews 

 

“The Pirate Lord is the first book I have read by Jeffries, and I thoroughly enjoyed it. Sara’s moral 

dilemma provided the perfect foil for Gideon’s self-discovery. Jeffries has a wonderful way of 

making both characters blossom right before your eyes. I look forward to reading the rest of the 

trilogy.”           —All About Romance 

 

“Sabrina Jeffries has shown from the very first that she is a commanding presence in the romance 

genre, and THE PIRATE LORD is yet another reason why so many readers love her stories.” 

             —Romance Junkies 

 

"The Pirate Lord is a rich story led by its powerfully charismatic hero and heroine who have the 

warmth and wit of characters Hepburn and Tracy used to play!"                      —The Literary Times  


